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A MIGRQOOPIC lflt$T1GAI05 OF MOLYYDJ1Th ORE

FROM CLAZ, COLORADO.

by

Lloyd I. Staples and Charles W. Cook.

It io a well knomn fact that although the occurrence of

molybdenum minerals is widespread, the deposits of economic value

are very few; the one at Climax, Colorado, being the largest known

depoi t.

A microscopic study of a large suite of specimens from this

deposit was undertake in the hope that it might shed some light

on the origin of this very important ore body. It is, therefore,

not the pirpose of this paper to present a detailed description of

the smy eotions studied, but rather to record those observations

which may possibly have a bearing on the question of the origin of

the deposit.

Location an ge e-D*

The camp of the Climax Molybdenuu Company i* located on the

top of the Continental Divide at Fremont Pass, about fifteen miles

northeast of Leadvile. The town of Climax is at an altitude of

11,300 feet, and the present working tunnel is about one mile east

of the village at an altitude of 12,200 feet. There is a glacial

Girque or amphitheater which opens toward the northwest at Fremont

Pass and is bounded on the northeast by Bartlett Mountain and on

the southwest by Ceresc Mountain, It is on the southwest flank

of Bartlett Mountain that the principal outcrop of the ore oocurs.

The Climax region was first prospeoted beaune of the discovery

of rich gold placers in the district. In 1903 a tunnel 900 feet
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long was driven in the hope of finding gold but the venture as

sccasaful. *, oly bde was noted but little at tention was paId

to it, it being mistaken at different times for graphite and

silver. 1* 1916 the Aserican Metal Company, Ltd. easined the

property and findiag it to be a orial deposit, started opera-

tion. Developme t was initiated in 1911 and February, 1918

market the first ttipuent of concentrates. In May, 1919 the sill

was treating 250 tons of ore per day, while at present with the

new mill unit an average of about 2000 tone may be mi1led daily.

This increase in capacity has not been uniform thr uhot the

period, but has been marked by the fluctuations common to all

enterprines.

The dtposit at Climax is the largest known molybdanite de-

posit in the world and there are probably several undred million

pounds of elemental molybdenum represented in the mineralized area.

Qeolofl of Penp.4%

The deposit was first discussed by Eorton, who wrote, 'In

1. Horton,.W., olybdenum; Its Ores and Their Concentration,
U.$.Bureaa of )ines, Bull. 111, p.68, 1916.

plaaes whore the snow had blown off, large quantities of alide rook

were arpesed, which on an average appeared to contain 3.5 to I per

cent molybdea te, the mineral occurring in the cracks and fractures

of a crystalline quartz, most of which was associated with more or

less write, but was practically free from copper mineral."

Two years later, in May 1918, Brown and faywari? gave the

2. BrownH.L.,and aywafr,!1. ,Volybdemua Mining at Climaz,Colorado,
Engineering and Mining Journal, May 16, 1918.
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following description of the deposit: *The eastern end of this

amphitheater consist of a granite gacias which has been intradad

by the graitic rook in which the swlybdenite deposits occur. The

ore body is made up of a large, irregulr-shape4 mtneralind ane

having a tilicea put of this granite intrusion. The rook in

the ore body Itself consists largely of quartz, with minor amounts

of teldspar. This silieou mass merges i all directions into

typical granite. Throughout the mineralized sone, the rock is

traversed by an intricate network of quarts stri ger, which are

undoubtedly of magmatic origin. The fact that the molybdenum is

found both in these quarts veinlets and in the larger mas of

cfartz clearly indicates that it is genetically related to the

graniti intrusive."

Haley, in a paper read in September 1918, and published in

3. Raley,O.., olybdenite Operations at .,litn, Colorado,
Trans. Am. Inst, of Min. Cng., Vol. 61, 1920.

1920, said *The high ridge forming the cirqu is a coarsely crys-

tallise biotite-gneis. The alastiate is uwgastion bly an intrusive

into the gsts, and the latter at one time probably cxwered the

whole area, but has been eroded from Bartlett and Ceresco >nsntainA."

Holland, in describing the deposit said, V"he alaskits-granite

4. flollaMd,k.F.S., Recent Dettlep enta in Molybdenus, Mining and
Science Press, Oct. 19, 1918, pp. 529-531.

has intruded an older p e, and a large son* in the alaskite-

granite has been fractured and further eflicified. Chunkes of the

glet s are ocossionafly included in the alastite-granite. Area.
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of quarts-porphyry containing little or no mineral also appear.

Worcester5 describes the rook into which the rhyoite porphyry

5. worcester, P.., Molybdenum Deposits of Colorado, with General
Notes on the Molybdenum Indstry, Colo. eol. Survey,
Bull. 14t, pp. $7-9, 1919.

has bees intruded as a white even grainod te poor in auscovite

and the ferr sian minerals.

He** says, t The origin of the ore is probably connected with

6. Hees.L., Molybdenum fepnits, U.SA.S., duzl. 761, p. 12, 1924.

the intrusion of a uartz porphyry, now so altered by serioitza-

tion and silicification as to be difficult of differentiation from

the granites, large volumes of which are also altered in the amm

sanner..

Evidenoe both from field observation and from aiorwcoic

examination indicates that there can be no question but what the

ore body represents eilicification of a portion of the Pre-Cambrian

granite-gneiss complex. This idea was apparently held by Hess, but

the theory expressed by Horton, Brown and Hayward, haley, and

Holland, embodying the idea of a later granitic or alaskite in-

trusion, seems to be opposed to the facts.

The question of the extent to which the extremely silIcified

portion of the deposit represents an alteration of granite, gneass

and scbilt is difficult to determine. In my Instances sections

of drin cores give strong indication of the silicificatioc of

gnlas or schist, rather than of granite. There to also evidence

of the presence of a silicified -arts or rhyolite porphyry that
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further cmplicates the determination.

A sample taken from & drill core just north of The ore body

and at a depth of 625 feet showe very good banding. A tan see-

tics from it contained unch disseminated pyrite, a vein of pyrite

and #g4* parallel to the banding, and many large grains of

muscvite being altered to sricite. It seems probable that tUi

specimen represents a highly sericitised snetsa

The change of muscovite to the sericitic form (diate I A) is,

we believe, rather an uual phenomeron. Clarke says, 'be anal--

7. Clarke,.., The Data of Geochemistry, J.3.WS., Bull. 770,
p 605, 192k.

yes of sericite usualy show a eal1 excess of silica over that

contained in normal uAocvite It seems probable that the sarieitie

form say be more stable under conditions watch tend to produce

silicification. The fact that we do tend to have considerable

sericite at Gla where the oonditions are extrezely siliceous

would favor this possbility, The coati e of these siliceous

conditions is evidenced by the fact that fresh uartz, thich is

later than the stricite and the wasovite, is fond corroding and

following the cleavage planes of the latter. This is clearly shown

in Plate I 8, where the direction of penetration of the quarts is

cuiplotely infinced by the cleavage directions of the muscovito.

In the case of the granite the progressive silicification from

unaltered granite to the intensely ailicitied material ce-n be shown

by a description of a series of typical speci ns.

The unaltered granite is a biotite granite strikingly similar

in appearance to the Silver Plume granite, with large grains of
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quarts, feldspar and mi*a, the latter chiefly biotite, learer

to the ore body we find the uarta and the biotite persisting,

but all the feldspar has been altered, retaining in many cases,

however, its crystal form. A stage nearer to the ore body shows

a complete loss of all the original crystal forms, the rock is

breoiated, and the fissures are filled vi U uartz. The last

stage, token from the center of the ore body presents a highly

silicified rock with only small areas at the altered original

rock remaining between the silieous veins. It is to be noted

that there are two types of siliottication; first, sharp cat

silica veina; second, areas in which the rock has been silicified

without regard to vein boundaries, The sharp oat silica veins

are found to be most numerous in the lese altered parts of the

deposit. As the center of the ore body is approached the altera-

ioa becomes more intense and the areas of silicification without

regard to vein boundaries are more prominent. Ta some cases prac-

tinily the whole rook is highly silicified. Very often a hand

specimen presents evidence of the quarta veinlets cutting across

the silicified areas. Where it is not possible to see this magas-

copically, a microscopic exarifltion will usually show it quite

clearly. The sgal icance of the relationship between sharp cut

veins and silioified areas #1U1 be discussed later.

As already euggested, in the ore body proper, where th. iAl-

iciflcation is greatest, it is usually impossible to tell the type

of rock that has undergon alteration. Riamination of many so-

tins has shown that there are at least three types of rock that

have undergone silicification: a gateon, a granite, and a rhyolite

(6)



or quartz porphyry. The altered porphyry is shown in Plate 11 t.

A corroded qaarts phknoryst and sericititod areas, representing

former feldspar grain, may be seen in the illustration.

n close association with the ore body there is a rhyolite

or quartz porphyry that is only very slightly altered. Vicroscop-

toafly it shows a otritlag resemblace to the altered porphyry

described above and it be that the latter represents an altered

phase of the rhyolite porphyry. Plate I! B is a microphotograph

of the unaltered rook and shows a large euedral quartz crystal,

with unaltered orthoclase in close proximity. A comparison with

Plate 11 A shows' the very great similarity.

Gradations in the silicificatioan ae an interesting micro-

soopo study. In some of the rofl there still re ins what seems

to be the primary muscovite and biotite. A further stage shows

only the feldapars resaining, but they are still in large grains.

A still more altered stage shows just quartz and orthoclase bnt

both of thest minerals are fine grained and appear fresh, the ortho-

clase being usuafly finer grained than the q artz.

There are three possible sources for the very Line grained and

fresh orthoolase. First, it may be due to the recrystallization

of the original orthoolase. A second possibility is that it was

brought in with the quartz, at the time of silicification, possibly

as a eutoctic mixture. There is a hArd possible origin, which is

rather unmsuaal, but is shown quite clearly to occar to some extent

hera. Is order to obtain a clear understnding of this, it will

be necsasary to consider the formation of ericite from orthoclase.

(7)



Carbon dioxide or water may react with orthoolase to produce

sericito and free silica, according to the equations:

3EA1830s + 20 0a H2A13 13012 + 102SiO + 5Ri0a

3EAl1i 3o8 + H20 + ca K RaA138i3012 + KC%3 ± 6saoe

The Climax deposit, especially in the upper part, has mach sericite

that was probably formed in this way.

A microscopic study of the specimens shows an occurrence that

is interesting in this connection. In practically all of the cases

whore quarts has come into contact with the muscovite, a rim of

orthoclase between the two has been produced. The rim is uniform

in width and grades into the muscovite. It s s evident that the

quarts has reacted with the muscovito to produce orthooeaso, in

other words, the above equations have been reversed. This reaotion

rim of orthoclas enciosing quarts i& shown in Plate III A. Tyrell

8. Tyrell,cW., Principles of Petrography, p. 309.

says sericitisation is reversible, especially with more intense

thermal action. It is quite possible that a temperature change

say have produced tiis reaction, but it seems better to explain

it in the same way that the change from muscovite to scricit has

been explained, that is, due to an environment with excess silica.

The gases producing the sericitisation would precede the silica.

Later in an extremely siliceous environment, it seems probable

that the law of mass action weld operate to produce the opposite

action.

Now much of the fine grained orthoolase is to be explained in

this way it is very difficult to say, because in most cases all
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tracts of macowlto ad quarts have been In Plate I A,

the einlet cutting the macovite it almost entirely of orthool& .

If this winlet is traced through the rest of the section it is

found to hr a out and the center becomes all quartz. This

would indicate that originally there was a artz vein which re-

acted with the muscovite along its border. When the veinlet

narrowed the reaction extended from edge to edge producing the

effect seen in the plate, where the quarts is almost entirely

lacking.

In Brown and !ayward' s9 report, the statement was dee that

9. Bran,l.L., and Haynd,W.*, op. Cit., p. 906.

*No other minerals occur in the deposit with the exception of a

al amount of pyrite. Undoubtedly, what was meat was metallic

minerals. Since that report, and as noted by Hess, voltramite

10. Ness*h., op. cit., p. 11.

has also been added to the list. As a result of further study, a

more complete list of the metallic minerals includes molybdenite,

pyrite, chaloopyrite, molybdite, woiframite (possibly ferbrite or

h9brse , and tagnetltew

f the non-metallic minerals of the ore body the following

have been previously noted: parts, fldpars (altered), cov to

and sericite, biotite, fluorite, apatite, and rattle. To this lit

there may also be added topaz, which occurs extensively in the

lower part of the deposit, and waich has probably not been noted

before because of the lack of microscopic study. Plate III B shows

onsiderable topaz in association with pyrite. The importance of
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the topa in the deposit and itt possible aigoficance will be

discussed later.

EIMaTuIng of he Dpoi

There are two unique features of the Climax ore; first, tt4

extr brecoistion, and second, the molybdenite differs from

that of ast other occurrences In that it i fine grained instead

of being flaky, or co.rse. The sigif laos of each of these

features will be considered separately.

I e l states that *o unoracked piece containing as aich as

II. HnV.L., op. cit., p. 10.

two cubio inches was seen in the main ore body.' It is possible

to count fifteen distinct fractures in a random piece of this size.

The cause of the fracturing has been explained differently by the

several geologists that have studIed the ores. Brown and H ayward

12. Brown,J.*., and kIyward,.., op. cit., p. 906.

attributed it to shrinkage on cooling. They ay, *When the igneous

mass was intruded into the overlying sedim te, an outer shell was

formed, attributable to quick cooling of the magua in contact with

the sediments Shrinkage oracks and fractures were later formed

for ou t this shell, and these cracks and fractures were afterward

filled with silica and molybdenite expelled from the gradually

solidifying care of granite.O

Haley1 3 postulates the same explanation for the fracturing as

13. Haley,D.F., op. cit., p. 73.

gives above, and Hesl' aes sot offer any explanation.
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14. Uoss,'.L., op. cit.

There are many objections to the theory stated above, most of

the objections being due to tnhe fact that the theory was founded

on the assumption that the wain mass of the ore body represented

a late intrasive into the Pre-Caubrlaa rocks,

Just what forces produced the intense fracturing has not been

definitely determined. The present writers would suggest that

there is a strong probability tat the forces which were effective

is producing the movement along the Moequito fault, were also the

cause of this intense fracturing. Why the fracturing should have

been localized at this point, as it apparently has been, cannot be

positively stated, Horever, the fact that the Mosquito fault chans

the direction of its dip from east to west at or near this point

suggest a plausible iplai , Suh in direotion of

dip, in the case of a fault having suck great displaceet, would

result in the development of large torsional strains. The relief

of these strains would be ;pnied by intense fracturing, just

as glass under a torsional strain shat tows when atrack with a hammer.

Daubree, 1 5 in a series of experiments has shown the effect of tor-

15. flubree,Augaet., Etudes Syntheti ues Do Geologie Experiaentae,
Chapitre II, Paris, l879.

aton on glass and the effect produced is strikingly similar to the

shattering in the Clima ore. The existence of strains seems to be

corroborated by a microscopic study of the rooks. Very of ten the

micas sbw torsional strain while the secondry quartz shows no

strain at all and indicates that the silicification was subsequent

to the straining and resultant breociation.

(11)
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ftu of re Dfpfleao

The are at Climax ccurs in a highly siflcifted zone, in which

most of the rooks have been so altered by silicification that it

is not possible to determine their original nature segascopically,

and often it is not possible to do so microscopically. The rook

is greatly brecoiated and quarts Vetlets carrying molybdeaite are

found following the fractures, producing a network of dark colored

ore velalets in a light colored silicified rook, Plate IV A shows

a typical speomten of the ore. The tendency of the artz veins

to follow the fractures is seen in this illustration, in which it

appears as though the quartz vein ( q) had been faulted but it is

really continuous at (0) and follows the earlier fractures. In

other parts of the deposit the ore i# all so highly silicified

that the individual quarts veilets are not apparent.

It has been mentioned that topaz has been added to the list

of minerals at Climax. However, this is not found in great amountA,

althougi it seems to increase with depth. Above this there is a

sone of extreme silicification which grades into a higher zone of

seriottisatton, This distribution must be taken into account and

explained by any satisfactory theory of ore deposition.

Alth£gh the fact that the molybdenit, is extremely fine grain-

e# was noted by Brown and Hayward, 6 they did not attempt any ex-

16. Brown,H, E,,and Hayward,.W., op. cit. p. 906,

planation of the fact, neither have any subsequent writers offered

an explanation.

In this connection it is interesting to note that a German,

F. Corgi, while studying the mineral isemani to, the o tion
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of flick according to tamceyt? is MoQ - 4to- 6 %F, searched in

17. any, Ohes and Met. tngr., Volv 19, p. 189, 1919.

vain for the primary molybdenum mineral from which it had been

derived, Later, it became apparent to Oormx that the ilsmeanite

had been derived from a black dqsty colloidal sulphide of molyb-

deln, which he called jordiaite, and which was noted by Spencer19

1. Cora,?., Zeitecbrift Fur Cheste und Industrie Der Kolloide,
Vol. IV, p. 130, 1909.

19. Spnoer,L.J., Fifth List of New Mineral Names, The Mineralogical
Magazine, London, Vol. 15, 1910.

in his fifth list of new mineral names, if Cora' observations

are correct, molybdenite may occur in the colloidal form. It seems

very probable that the molybdenite at Climax was introduced in this

form, since by postulating this method of introduction a hml better

explanation of the factors described above may be obtained.

The temperature above which colloids are stable wifl vary with

codi tiona, but we say take the result of toningeberger who oh-

20. Koningsbergr, Centr. Mineral. 4eol., Ros. 11 and 12, 1906.

tamed chalcedony from a silica gel at 350 degrees and, using this

as the upper limit, say that quartz may crystallize from a silica

aol or gel up to this temperature. Therefore our aoonding solu-

tics. above this temperature, as they cooled, would precipitate the

highest temperature mineral first, which at Climax is topaz, forming

a bottom zone in which this mineral is concentrated. When the

t rature fell to 350 degrees the silica might be considered to

be in the colloidal state and with it the molybdenum salphide as
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jortisite. With lowering of the tesperaturn there would tend to

be precipitated the colloidal molybdenum malphide. If this were

true the renon for the highly silicified zono below, and the

seriottised one above with clearly defined Wparts veins, becomes

aparet. Above 350 degrees the silica would be in solution and

would be able to thor y tapegto the rooks. As the temper.-

tiar decreased the silica would ey oolloidal and well

defined veins with clear out edges, since the poor state of dis-

persian would not permit easy impregnation. In this lower tempera-

tare zone, which is higher in the deposit, the gases would leave

the colloidal veine and the carbon dioxide would react with the

feltspers of the granite to produce seria te. The molybdenite

would tend to be most concentrated in that intermediate sons where

the siliaiftoation was giving way to sericitisation.

Iley,2 in his paper on Cli says, 'At the center of each

21. HaleyD.?., op. cit., p. 73.

veinlet very fine grains of molybdenite are visible to the eye, but

toward the edges the grains become ao fine as to appear simply as

a dark coloration.' A study of my specimens both scopically

and atoroscopi oat has indicated that Haley's statement does not

generally hold true. If we study any clear out qartz veinle t we

find the molybdonite lining the two side of the vetlaet and be-

coming very scarce in the center. This is clearly shown in Plate

fl A, where the dark coloration, due to the concentration of the

molybdeni to, is seen bordering the veins. The same thing is Shown

siorosooptoally in Plate IV B, where the solybdenite, which i the



opaque mineral, is seen bordering the quarts (ta). The clouded

areas (F) are of altered feldspars.

The concentration of molybdenite s sheen in Plates IV A

and B, is another proof of the colloidal origin, The colloidal

quarts and nolybdenum would be confined to the vein and unable

to impregnate the inclosing rook. Any gsea, such as carbon

dioxide and hydrogen sulphide, would be able to escape. They

would tend to aid the migration of the molybdenum sulphide to

the borders of the vein and it would there be deposited because

of its relatively coarse colloidal state.

fela o Minas

A study of specimens from different parts of the ore deposit

at Glin: indicates a regalar zoning. However, this is not as

easy to observe here as it is at many other places, beoae -pyrite

is the only metal, besides solybdelte, that ocurs in fairly large

amounts, and this is of little assistance in determining zones

beoaause of t widespread range.

At depth there seems to be a topaz zone, whoh has already

been mentioned. Above this is the ore zone proper and this may be

divided into three parts; a lower zone of great silicification, a

middle zone of loss silicification and increasing sericitisation,

and an upper sone of greater serittiation in which most of the

silicifioation is in the form of sharply defined silica veins.

Above and beyond the- ore body, there is decreasing silicification

and son indication of the possible xi steice of a former tungsten

zone. A consideratica of the t rature relationships of the

minerals involved will be necessary for an understanding of this
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zoning.

It is generally rogaized that the oxides of tin and tungsten

are formed at high temperatures, and these are usually associated

with ineralisers, especially boron and fluorine. At lower temp-

eratures the salphides tend to be formed and the first of these is

molybdenite, which shows a closer relationship with the oxides of

tin and tungsten than with the suiphides. It is to be especially

noted that in practically all of the oases where the normal sequence

of tin, tungsten, molybdenum, is found, the e tolitic minerals

topaz, containing fluorine, and tourmaline, containing boron, are

present. However, J. Morrow Campbell describes a deposit at Tavoy

22. 0 l,JMorrov, The Ore Minerals of Tavoy, The mining
Magazine (London), ?eb. 1919.

in which these minerals are absent and it is an interesting fact

that at Tavoy the deposition has been the reverse of the usual one,

that I, we find tin later then tungsten and this later than molyb-

denum. Since, as has been mentioned there is evidence of a tungsten

sone above the molybdenite at Climax, the deposit may be somewhat

analogous to the Thvoy deposits.

There art two possible explanations for the anesol cues equence

in which tungsten apparently overlies molybdenite at Climax.

First, since colloidal behavior it different than the behavior

of electrolytes in solution, it is possible that the molybdenite

would late from the gel before the tungsten. We have no direct

proof of this, but further investigation might aid in clearing up

the problem.

Second, since it is possible to explain the zoning quite well
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by postulating the normal sequenoe of deposition, in which tungsten

is a higher temperature mineral than molybdenite,- from both solu.

tions and colloids, this is to be preferred.

There are three stages of silicification in the deposit: At

the lower depths of the deposit the ore is extremely silicif ted,

presenting a glassy appearance; in the middle sone there is an in-

crease in the number of veinlets, and these are rich in molybdenite;

toward the top of the deposit, the silicified areas become fewer

and serioitisation is of increasing importance. The following

theory not only accounts for the relative positions of tungsten

and molybdenite, but also explains these stages of silicification.

As has already been described in this paper, the sililifia-

tion is found in two distinot forms; sharp out veinlets and oil-

icified areas. It has been shown that the silicified areas were

due to impregnation of the host rock by siliceous solutions at

high temperatures, while the sharp out veinlets were of colloidal

silica at lower temperatures. Since we have both types of silicifi-

cation ih the same specimens, it indicates that the two conditions

must have existed there, in other words, at any given locality

there was entrance of material at first one temperature and later

an entrance at a different temperature. A careful study shows that

the sharply defined veins out the silicified areas and are undoubt-

edly later. This means then, that a given locality was first under

conditions of high temperature (let us say above 350 degrees) and

later the conditions were those of a lower temperature (below 350

degrees), possibly due to a retreat of the magm below, or a cool-

ing of it, resulting in a retreat of isothermal zones.

During the first period of deposition, tungsten was deposited

(17)



in that sone which is now Just above the surface, due to subsequent

erosion. flether above this we had molybdenite cannot be determined

because it would have been removed by erosion. The ailicification

soc mpaing the tungsten was great at depth but decreased in amount

toward the surface. In a later depositionsl period the salybdenite

was deposited below the former tungsten s e, and there were various

types of silicifiation acompanying it, At depth there was great

silioification due to the ability of the highly heated solutions

to permeate the rocks. Nearer to the surfaoe and due to the lower

temperatures the silica s in the colloidal form and followed the

fractures, producing sharp out veinleto. Considerable sericttiza.

tion eaO ied this phase.

If we superimpose the results of these two depositional periods

upon each other, the result is Just what Is found at Climax. At

depth there would be extreme silicifiation and production of a

glassy appearance, since there was great silicification during both

periodo. Higher up, and in what might be oiled a central sone

there would be the silicification of the first period out by the

sharp veins of the second period. As one moves up from this, the

llioification of the first period decreases, whereas the importance

of the vinlets and sericitization increases. The main solybdenite

sone occurs at this point. Above this and in a zone now eroded, the

tungsten deposition took place. Thus by considering the composite

effects of the two depositional periods, wflich were probably Just

phases of the one period, caused by a retreating or cooling topll,

the zoning ie sell explained. Although it is not absolutely essen-

tial to use the colloidal theory for veinlet formation in the above

explanation, the sharp out veins em to be best explained in this

way for reasone that were brought out in the discussion of tb e

nature of the ore body.

(18)



The taots presented above indicate that there is a basis for

drawing the following general conclusions:

1. The fracturing which preceded the formtion of the deposit

vas most likely the result of the am* forces which were involved

in the production of the Mosquito Eaunt, whereas the localization

of the intense fracturing w probably due to the development of

torsional strains accompanying the reversal of dip of the Mospito

Vault.

2. The highly altered rocks of the deposit are the result of

reorystaflisstioa, siliciftoation, and sericitixation of granites,

gaeisses, and quartz or rhyolite porphyrin.

3. There are areas of general silicification and also sharp

out silica veins. It seems probable that the former were produced

at high temperatures with an abundance of mieralzers. Thr sharp

out veins may bet be explained by a colloidal origin at lower temp-

eratures.

4. The ore was introduced subsequent to the fracturing of the

deposit and eas aided in its migration by the fractures. The solyb-

denite is associated with the quarts veinlets and accompanied the

silloifioation. It is possible that the colloidal theory which

explains the ouarts veinlete also holds for the molybdenite, since

the mineral is known to occur in the colloidal form.

5. there is a tonal arrangement in the deposit. At depth

there is a highly silicified-topn sone; above this the siliciftea-

tin decreass and well defined quarts veins become apparent,

sericite increasing as the silicification decreases.

6. Topa has been found in the rooks, especially those from



the deeper zones. Further petrographic study would probably 1w

able to relate this with a definite zone in the deposit, which

would aid in studying movements along faults and in indicating

the limits of ore deposition.

University of Richigan
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Plate I A. Veinlet of orthoclase (0) cutting muscovite (M).

The small laths on the muscovite are of sericite. Micro-

photograph with crossed nicols. X 100.

Plate I B. Corrosion of muscovite (M) by quartz (Q). The quartz

has followed the cleavage planes in the two differently

oriented muscovite grains. Microphotograph with crossed

nicols. X 100.

Plate II A. Alteration of quartz porphyry. Large phenocryst of

quartz surrounded by small grains of quartz and orthoclase.

The lighter areas (8) are areas of orthoclase altered to

sericite. Microphotograph with crossed nicols. X 50.

Plate II B. Quartz or rhyolite porphyry with large euhedral quartz

phenocryst (black). Orthoclase (0) shows slight alteration.

Groundmass is of quartz and orthoclase. Note similarity to

altered porphyry in Plate II A. Microphotograph with

cross,,nicols. X 50.

Plate III A. Rings of fine grained orthoclase surrounding quartz

(Q), and formed in the muscovite (M). X 50.

Plate III.B. Topaz showing basal cleavage and high relief. Opaque

mineral is pyrite. X 50. Microphotograph.

Plate IV A. Specimen of ore showing veinlets with molybdenite

concentrated along the borders. X }.

Plate IV B. Microphotograph showing concentration of molybdenite

(opaque mineral) along border of quartz veinlet (Q). Cloudy

mineral (F) is feldspar. X N.

(21)
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